Considerable evidence suggests that some visual abnormalities in Parkinson's disease are mediated by disruption of dopaminergic processes in the retina. Since dopamine is thought to be involved in the process of dark adaptation, and some of these abnormalities are similar to the changes which accompany dark adaptation in normal subjects, it has been proposed that the parkinsonian retina behaves as though inappropriately dark-adapted. In Parkinson's disease, the apparent contrast of peripherally viewed medium and high spatial frequency gratings is reduced. In our first experiment, normal subjects were dark-adapted, and were required to match the apparent contrast of a peripherally viewed grating to that of a foveally viewed grating. The results showed an interaction between spatial frequency and dark adaptation, reflecting a greater reduction in the apparent contrast of peripheral high spatial frequency gratings. In a second experiment, no effect of dark adaptation was found on the apparent spatial frequency of a peripherally viewed grating required to match that of a foveally viewed grating. The first experiment supports the dark adaptation hypothesis of parkinsonian vision, and the second suggests that the changes in apparent contrast are mediated by different amounts of change in contrast gain in central and peripheral vision, rather than by differential changes in receptive field size.
Introduction
There is now considerable evidence for abnormality of early vision in Parkinson's disease. Numerous studies have confirmed the increased latency of the visual evoked potential (VEP) in Parkinson's disease sufferers, since the first report by Bodis-Wollner and Yahr (1978) (Gawel, Das, Vincent & Rose, 1981; Tartaglione, Pizio, Bino, Spadavecchia & Favale, 1984; Onofrj, Ghilardi, Basciani & Gambi, 1986; Bodis-Wollner & Regan, 1991) . In addition, it is known that VEP latency can be reduced with dopaminergic therapy (Bodis-Wollner, Yahr, Mylin & Thornton, 1982) , implicating dopamine in the effect. Studies of the electroretinogram (ERG) also show abnormalities (Nightingale, Mitchell & Howe, 1986; Ellis, Allen, Marsden & Ikeda, 1987; Gottlob, Schneider, Heider & Skrandies, 1987; Jaffe, Bruno, Campbell, Lavine, Karson & Weinberger, 1987; Pierelli, Stanzione, Peppe, Stefano, Rizzo, Bernardi & Morocutti, 1988; Stanzione, Pierelli, Peppe, Rizzo, Morocutti & Bernadi, 1989) , which can be normalised with dopaminergic therapy. The abnormalities in the ERG strongly imply a retinal origin for the increased latencies, confirming an earlier suggestion based on evidence that the large interocular differences in VEP latency found in some patients could be normalised with Ldopa (Bodis-Wollner et al., 1982) . The latency of the pupillary light reflex is also increased in the illness (Beaumont, Harris, Leendertz & Phillipson, 1987) , again consistent with abnormal retinal function.
Dopamine amacrine cells are found in the retina of many species (for a review see Djamgoz & Wagner, 1992) including man (Frederick, Rayborn, Laties, Lam & Hollyfield, 1982) . Changes have been observed in the ERG in MPTP-treated monkeys (Ghilardi, Bodis-Wollner, Onofrj, Marx & Glover, 1988) . MPTP (1-methyl, 4-phenyl, 1,2,3,6-tetrahydropyridine) induces the parkinsonian syndrome in the monkey by destroying dopaminergic cells in the brain. Ghilardi, Chung, Bodis-Wollner, Dvorzniak, Glover and Onofrj (1988) demonstrated a substantial reduction in retinal dopamine content in MPTP-treated monkeys. This clearly supports the view that the parkinsonian disease process could be responsible for changes in the visual system, through disruption of dopamine cells in the retina, and anatomical studies of the parkinsonian retina provide further confirmation of this. The normal concentric ring organisation of dopamine neurones in the parafovea appears to be disrupted, and the density of fibres diminished (Nguyen-Legros & Savy, 1988) . Retinal dopamine is reduced in the parkinsonian retina (Harnois & Di Paolo, 1990 ) and dopaminergic neurones appear swollen and distorted (Nguyen-Legros, Harnois, Di Paolo & Simon, 1993) .
These physiological and anatomical changes are paralleled by changes in perception. A reduction in the ability of Parkinson's sufferers to detect flicker was initially noted by Riklan (1972) . This was confirmed by Regan and Maxner (1987) who reported that the loss in sensitivity was greatest between 4 and 8 Hz. The spatial contrast sensitivity function is also abnormal (Kupersmith, Shakin, Siegel & Lieberman, 1982; Regan & Neima, 1984; Bulens, Meerwaldt, Van der Wildt & Keemink, 1986) , and can be normalised to some extent with dopaminergic drugs (Bulens, Meerwaldt, Van der Wildt & Van Deursen, 1987) . Bodis-Wollner, Marx, Mitra, Bobak, Mylin and Yahr (1987) have demonstrated that the peak of the spatiotemporal contrast sensitivity function is attenuated by the lack of dopamine, but sensitivity to lower spatial frequencies may even be enhanced. Such a loss of sensitivity to medium spatial frequencies is important, since unlike a reduction of sensitivity to high spatial frequencies it is unlikely to be due to optical deficits (Bodis-Wollner & Regan, 1991) . This pattern of results complements that of Domenici, Trimarchi, Piccolino, Fiorentini and Maffei (1985) who found the opposite changes (increased sensitivity to higher spatial frequencies) when dopamine agonists were given to normal subjects.
The pattern of changes in the spatial contrast sensitivity function in Parkinson's disease found by several workers, that is, a shift in sensitivity from medium and high spatial frequencies to lower spatial frequencies, is similar to that found in dark adaptation. On the basis of evidence like this, and the elongation of retinal latency in both Parkinson's disease and normal dark adaptation, Beaumont et al. (1987) have suggested that the parkinsonian visual system may be like the normal visual system, but (inappropriately) dark-adapted. Several researchers have proposed that dopamine is involved in light/dark adaptation (Mangel & Dowling, 1985 Djamgoz & Wagner, 1992) . In most species, dopamine turnover is enhanced by light stimulation (Kramer, 1971; Gibson, Watkins & Wurtman, 1985) , and dopamine synthesis and secretion from dopamine amacrines increases in a graded fashion as retinal illuminance is increased (DaPrada, 1977; Iuvone, Galli, Garrison-Gund & Neff, 1978; Godley, Flaherty & Wurtman, 1985) , suggesting that normal dopaminergic activity rises during light adaptation. One of the actions of dopamine may be to switch between rod and cone inputs (Witkovsky, Stone & Behsarse, 1988; Krizaj, Akopian & Witkovsky, 1994) . Barlow, Fitzhugh and Kuffler (1957) explained the changes in spatial vision associated with dark adaptation in terms of the reorganisation of visual receptive fields, suggesting that receptive field excitatory centres might expand into regions which would form part of the inhibitory surround in the light-adapted animal. Ehinger (1983) suggested that dopamine amacrines may be involved in changes to receptive field properties which accompany light adaptation, and evidence has been accumulating to support this view. Dopamine has been shown to influence the receptive field size of horizontal cells (Teranishi, Negishi & Kato, 1983; Cohen & Dowling, 1983; Baldridge, Ball & Miller, 1989; McMahon, Knapp & Dowling, 1989) , and the effects of dopamine on horizontal cell coupling can be mimicked by light adaptation of the retina (Shigematsu & Yamada, 1988 ). Thier and Alder (1984) have shown that dopamine produces a shift between the inputs to the 'centre' and 'surround' of ganglion cell receptive fields.
This convergence of evidence from electrophysiological, psychophysical, and pharmacological studies leads to the following hypothesis. Dopamine mediates the changes of receptive field properties in the retina which are normally associated with dark adaptation. In Parkinson's disease, the hypoactivity of retinal dopamine cells will result in the sufferer being too darkadapted for the prevailing luminance.
There is psychophysical evidence to suggest that some of the abnormalities found in Parkinson's disease may be greater in peripheral vision. Harris, Calvert and Phillipson (1992) measured contrast sensitivity in both foveal and peripheral vision in patients with mild Parkinson's disease. There was a tendency in both regions of the visual field for patients to be less sensitive than controls to high spatial frequencies and more sensitive to low spatial frequencies, as reported by Bodis-Wollner (1988) . However, there were also larger and statistically significant abnormalities in the processing of supra-threshold stimuli in peripheral vision, as indicated by the apparent contrast of a peripherally viewed grating required to match that of a foveally viewed grating of the same spatial frequency (either 1.2 or 4 c/deg). Parkinsonian patients required higher contrast than did controls for a match. The authors suggested that contrast gain may be lowered in the peripheral retina in Parkinson's disease.
The origin of this effect is not clear. The authors interpreted it by referring to anatomical evidence that the density of dopamine amacrine cells is greatest a few degrees into the periphery and least in the fovea of the rhesus monkey, so paralleling the density of the rods (Mariani, Kolb & Nelson, 1984) . If dopamine cells of the human retina were similarly organised, peripheral vision would be more vulnerable to their deterioration than would foveal vision. However, the apparent absence of dopamine cell bodies from the fovea does not mean that the fovea is not innervated by dopaminergic processes. Savy, Simon and Nguygen-Legros (1991) , who report that the human fovea does in fact receive dopaminergic innervation, point out that the fibres are small, and so may be missed by some techniques (e.g. Nguyen-Legros, Botteri, Le Hoang, Vigny & Gay, 1984) . The high spatial frequency losses in Parkinson's disease are certainly consistent with foveal dopaminergic impairment. Neverthless, there is physiological evidence for differences in the effects of dopamine at different retinal regions, which seem consistent with the psychophysical evidence from patients. Ikeda, Priest, Robbins and Wakakuka (1986) have reported that, in the cat at least, the effects of dopamine on ganglion cell activity are greatest between 6 and 20°into the periphery, which does suggest that dopamine may have a greater effect on peripheral than on foveal vision. One possible reason for this may be that changes to peripheral dopaminergic cells have greater functional effects because of the greater spatial extent of their arborisations.
It should be emphasised that we do not believe that dopamine depletion and dark adaptation are equivalent states. This would be an oversimplification for at least two reasons. Firstly, dopamine-mediated changes associated with dark adaptation are not the only changes that take place as the visual system dark-adapts. Secondly, it is by no means certain that the only role of dopamine in the visual system is concerned with dark adaptation. However, the analogy between dark adaptation and dopamine depletion may have some heuristic value. In the present study, we extend previous work on spatial contrast thresholds in Parkinson's disease and dark adaptation to the perception of supra-threshold stimuli. Our prediction is that the apparent contrast of peripherally viewed medium and high spatial frequencies should be attenuated in normal dark adaptation, in line with the earlier finding in Parkinson's disease (Harris et al., 1992) .
Experiment 1 -the effect of dark adaptation on the apparent contrast of peripherally viewed gratings

Method
Subjects
Four subjects, with no history of neurological or psychiatric illness, took part in the experiment. Two were well practised observers (the authors), who were aware of the experimental hypothesis. The other two were less well practised, and naive as to the purpose of the experiment. All subjects had normal vision or wore their normal optical correction. Each subject took part in all conditions of the experiment.
Apparatus
Vertical gratings with a sinusoidal luminance profile were generated using a Cambridge Research Systems visual stimulus generator (VSG 2/1), programmed by an IBM compatible 486 (66 MHz) PC. Gratings were displayed on a Tektronix 608 oscilloscope, at a frame rate of 100 Hz. The linearity of the display luminance was checked over the luminance range used in the experiment with a Minolta CS-100 light meter. The screen of the oscilloscope was 122 mm wide× 98 mm high, and was viewed from a distance of 570 mm. This gave the display an area of approximately 12°horizontally, and 10°v
ertically. The immediate surround of the display (35°w ide×45°high in total) was side-illuminated and roughly matched to the oscilloscope for colour and luminance. Apart from the light produced by the oscilloscope and its surround, the experimental room was dark, and was shielded from the subject's view by black card. In the light-adapted condition, the mean luminance of the display was 26 cd/m 2 . In the dark-adapted condition, the subject viewed the oscilloscope display through a 1.5 log unit neutral density filter. The filter was tightly attached to a set of welder's goggles (with the left eye-piece occluded) to ensure that the whole of the viewing area was visible and to prevent any stray light reaching the subject's eye.
Stimuli
Stimuli were 2.5°circular patches of stationary sinusoidal grating with centres separated by 9°. The display was viewed monocularly with the right eye, and subjects were instructed to fixate the right hand grating throughout the experiment. Thus the peripherally viewed grating fell at 9°eccentricity on the temporal retina of the right eye, so as to avoid the blind spot. All combinations of four spatial frequencies (0.5, 1.0, 2.0 or 4.0 c/deg) and four contrasts (8, 16, 32 or 64% Michelson contrast) were tested, giving 16 conditions.
Procedure
The order of presentation of conditions was randomised for each subject. Within a condition, the spatial frequency of the gratings was identical, and the contrast of the foveal grating was held constant. Presentation of the stimuli was controlled by the computer. The temporal envelope was a cosine ramp, and the stimuli were presented (simultaneously) immediately after a short tone, for 1 s. Subjects were required to indicate whether the grating on the left (peripheral), or on the right (foveal), appeared to have the higher contrast, and were instructed to guess if the two stimuli appeared the same. After each response, the next presentation was made automatically, with an inter-trial interval of approximately 2 s. The contrast of the peripheral grating was varied from trial to trial according to a double interleaved staircase procedure. On each trial, the computer randomly selected one of the two interleaved staircases. The initial contrasts of the peripheral gratings in the two staircases were 90 and 10%. If the subject indicated that the peripheral grating had the higher (lower) contrast then its contrast on the next trial on that staircase was reduced (increased). The initial step size was 12%. The computer recorded the contrast of the peripheral grating whenever the subject's judgement about the apparent contrast of the peripheral grating was the opposite to that on the previous trial. After four such reversals of judgement, the step size of the staircase was reduced to 3%, and a further six reversals were then recorded. The means of the final six reversals only, for each staircase, were used to calculate the mean contrast of the peripheral grating at reversal for each condition. The procedure therefore provides an estimate of the point of subjective equality of contrast of the two gratings. A practice trial of one of the experimental conditions, selected at random, was run before both the light-and dark-adapted conditions to allow the subject to adapt to the prevailing luminance, as well as to give them experience of the task.
Results
The matching data were converted to a percentage shift in apparent peripheral contrast (Percentage shift in apparent peripheral contrast= ((foveal contrast− matched peripheral contrast)/foveal contrast)×100). Negative values therefore indicate that the peripheral grating appears of lower contrast than the foveal one. The data are presented in Fig. 1 , which shows the shift in apparent peripheral contrast as a function of spatial frequency. For clarity, the data have been collapsed across the four contrasts. The first point to note is that in the light-adapted condition the apparent contrast of the peripherally viewed grating is lower than when viewed centrally. The mean reduction in apparent contrast of all contrasts and spatial frequencies in the control condition is 9.97%. This is to be expected from previous studies on the apparent contrast of peripherally viewed gratings (Georgeson & Sullivan, 1975; Cannon, 1985; Georgeson, 1991) . A simple factorial ANOVA shows that there are significant effects of both spatial frequency (F(3,96)= 4.82, PB0.01: see Fig. 1 ) and contrast (F(3,96)=3.46, PB 0.05). The effects of varying foveal contrast are shown in Fig. 2 , collapsed cross spatial frequency. The implications of these aspects of the data will be taken up in Section 4. From Fig. 1 it can be seen that dark-adapting reduces the apparent contrast at all spatial frequencies, and this was confirmed by the ANOVA which shows a significant difference between the two conditions (F(1,96) = 7.38, PB 0.01). There was also a significant interaction between spatial frequency and adaptation condition (F(3,96)= 3.67, P B0.05), confirming the impression from Fig. 1 that the effect is larger at 4 c/deg than at the other spatial frequencies.
Discussion
The results show that the apparent contrast of peripherally viewed gratings is reduced by dark-adapting. More importantly the interaction between spatial frequency and dark adaptation demonstrates that this is due to the large reduction in the apparent contrast of the high spatial frequency gratings. This closely resembles the pattern of sensitivity loss reported in Parkinson's disease. Harris et al. (1992) note that they found a greater difference between patients and controls at their higher spatial frequency (4 c/deg) compared to their lower spatial frequency (1.2 c/deg), although this difference was not significant. We can therefore conclude that these results support the dark adaptation hypothesis of visual abnormality in Parkinson's disease.
Experiment 2 -the effect of dark adaptation on the apparent spatial frequency of peripherally viewed gratings
Introduction
Two mechanisms have been suggested as the physiological basis for the changes associated with dark adaptation, and which might therefore be abnormal in Parkinson's disease. The original suggestion came from Barlow et al. (1957) who proposed that reorganisation of the receptive fields of retinal ganglion cells produces an increase in the size of receptive field centres. The second more recent proposal was put forward by Shapley and Enroth-Cugell (1984) who argue that adaptation may be reflected in changes in contrast gain. The first of these is especially appealing, as it would be consistent with the evidence that dopamine affects the receptive field size of horizontal cells (Cohen & Dowling, 1983; Teranishi et al., 1983; Baldridge et al., 1989; McMahon et al., 1989) , and produces a shift in the input to the 'centre' and 'surround' of ganglion cell receptive fields (Thier & Alder, 1984) .
The change in the apparent contrast of peripherally viewed gratings found in Experiment 1 could have resulted from foveal/peripheral differences in either of these processes. In the case of the contrast gain hypothesis, the effect would result directly from a greater reduction in contrast gain in peripheral neurones. In the case of the receptive field centre size hypothesis, the effect would result indirectly from the reduced sensitivity of larger receptive fields to finer gratings.
One might distinguish between the two hypotheses by measuring the apparent spatial frequency of peripherally viewed gratings. The rationale for this prediction is as follows. Virsu (1974) has reported that dark adaptation changes the apparent spatial frequency of foveally viewed gratings, so that gratings appear finer to the dark-adapted eye. He suggested that the shift occurred because, although effective retinal receptive field centre size increased during dark adaptation, each spatial frequency channel has an invariant size label (say 4 c/deg), attached to it. Thus, when dark-adapted, the channel would be more sensitive to a lower spatial frequency which would thus be perceived as higher than it really was. Other stimulus manipulations known to produce increases in apparent fineness include reductions of presentation duration (Tynan & Sekuler, 1974) , and contrast (Georgeson, 1980; Gelb & Wilson, 1983; Davis, Kramer & Yager, 1986) , presentation at oblique orientations (Georgeson, 1980) and eccentric viewing (Georgeson, 1980; Davis, Yager & Jones, 1987) . If dark adaptation produces a differential change in the relative sizes of receptive field centres in the fovea and periphery, then the apparent spatial frequency of our peripherally viewed gratings should change, as well as their apparent contrast. If, however, only the relative contrast gain, rather than spatial organisation, is affected, changes in apparent fineness would not be expected.
Method
The same four subjects participated as in the first experiment. The apparatus, stimuli and procedure were also identical, except that it was the spatial frequency rather than the contrast of the peripheral grating which was adjusted by the program. The same 16 combinations of contrast and spatial frequency of the foveal grating as in Experiment 1 were again tested for each subject. The same 1.5 log unit neutral density filter was used in the dark adaptation condition. Subjects were instructed to judge which of the two stimuli (foveal or peripheral) appeared to have the finer stripes, and to signal their judgement by pressing one of two switches.
Results
As for apparent contrast in Experiment 1, the results were converted to a percentage shift in apparent spatial frequency of the peripheral grating (Percentage shift in apparent peripheral spatial frequency= ((foveal spatial frequency−matched peripheral spatial frequency)/ dure, stimuli, and subjects with which the shift in apparent contrast was demonstrated. The reduction in apparent contrast observed in Experiment 1 (and also probably in Parkinson's disease) appears not to be mediated by differences in size changes of retinal ganglion cell receptive fields in fovea and periphery, since these would presumably have led to changes of apparent size. The data therefore support the hypothesis that the change in apparent contrast is brought about by different adjustments to contrast gain in fovea and periphery.
This does not imply that dark adaptation does not involve changes in the spatial organisation of receptive fields. Our measure was a relative one in which changes in the periphery are compared with changes in central vision. Changes of the same extent in apparent size in both retinal locations would not be detected by our method. Hence it is possible that changes in receptive field size occur during dark adaptation in both central and peripheral vision (as suggested for central vision by Virsu's (1974) data, noted above) but that these are of similar magnitude.
General discussion
This study provides evidence that apparent contrast is attenuated more in the periphery than at the fovea during dark adaptation and lends support to the dark adaptation hypothesis of early visual abnormality in Parkinson's disease. The dark adaptation of normal subjects in Experiment 1 gave a pattern of results similar to those reported by Harris et al. (1992) in Parkinson's disease. The apparent contrast of peripherally viewed gratings is reduced at higher spatial frequencies when compared with gratings viewed foveally. One explanation for the greater loss of apparent contrast in the periphery is that (in both Parkinson's disease and dark adaptation) dopaminergic activity may have fallen more in the periphery than in the fovea. However, it could be that dopamine concentrations fall uniformly throughout the retina, but that the periphery has a sub-population of ganglion cells which respond more strongly to dopamine, and whose effects thus predominate in this study. To our knowledge, there is no strong evidence in favour of either of these hypotheses at present. In contrast to the results of Experiment 1, Experiment 2 found no evidence for changes in the apparent spatial frequency of peripherally viewed gratings relative to the fovea, suggesting that any changes in receptive field sizes with dark adaptation are similar in the fovea and the periphery.
The evidence for the involvement of retinal dopamine deficiency in some of the visual deficits in Parkinson's disease is strong. Nevertheless, there is also evidence that sites further along the visual pathway might be foveal spatial frequency) ×100). Positive values therefore indicate an increase in apparent spatial frequency with peripheral viewing. The ANOVA showed no effect of contrast. The data have been collapsed across contrast for clarity, and are shown in Fig. 3 . Again, it is worth commenting on the control data first. At all contrasts and all spatial frequencies there was an increase in the apparent spatial frequency of the peripheral grating. This result is consistent with other studies which have examined the apparent spatial frequency of peripherally viewed gratings (Georgeson, 1980; Davis et al., 1987) . It is also clear from Fig. 3 that there is little relative effect of dark adaptation on the foveal/peripheral difference in apparent spatial frequency of the peripheral stimulus, as the two curves superimpose quite closely. This was confirmed by the ANOVA, which showed no significant difference between the light-and dark-adapted conditions (F(1,96) = 0.19), and no significant interactions (F(3,96) = 0.35).
Discussion
It was argued that, if the shift in apparent contrast shown in Experiment 1 was due to relative differences in the spatial properties of receptive fields in fovea and periphery, then this would be reflected in a shift in apparent spatial frequency also. In particular a shift at higher spatial frequencies would be expected, which would produce an interaction between adaptation and spatial frequency. The results of Experiment 2 demonstrate that dark adaptation has no such effect. This lack of effect was found with the same apparatus, proce-involved. Dopamine is also present in primary visual cortex (Tork & Turner, 1981; Phillipson, Kilpatrick & Jones, 1987) , although in the rat at least, the greatest concentration (over 99%) of dopamine in the primary visual system is in the retina . The evidence for cortical involvement in the visual losses of Parkinson's disease gives a mixed picture. Several studies have demonstrated the influence of dopamine on the tilt aftereffect (Calvert, Harris & Phillipson, 1990 , 1991 , an effect which probably results from the adaptation of orientation-tuned neurones in the cortex. Other studies (e.g. Regan & Maxner, 1987; Bulens, Meerwaldt & Van der Wildt, 1988) , have found evidence of orientation-dependent abnormalities of contrast sensitivity in Parkinson's disease, and search for a target line amongst an array of distractors in another orientation is also impaired (Troscianko & Calvert, 1993; Weinstein, Troscianko & Calvert, 1997) . However, it is not yet clear to what extent retinal changes and abnormalities of eye movements contribute to these effects (for a review see Harris, 1998 ). Moreover, a process which is thought to occur in cortical neurones, namely adaptation to spatial contrast (Ohzawa, Sclar & Freeman, 1985; Sclar, Lennie & DePriest, 1989 ) is normal in Parkinson's disease, at least within the central 6°of the visual field (Harris et al., 1992; Tebartz van Elst, Greenlee, Foley & Lucking, 1997) . Thus the question of cortical involvement in the early visual changes in Parkinson's disease seems to be still open, despite suggestions that Parkinson's disease is characterised by a general dopamine deficiency (Scatton, Javoy-Agid, Rouquier, Dubois & Agid, 1983; Barbeau, Campanella, Butterworth & Yamada, 1975) .
It might seem to follow from our hypothesis that the shape or position of the dark adaptation curve should be altered in Parkinson's disease. However, sensitivity to a tiny spot of light might depend only or largely on the extent of bleaching of cones and rods, and there may be no dopaminergic involvement in this. Rather, the spatial and temporal properties of post-receptor processing may be affected by dopaminergic mechanisms, so that sensitivity to contrast seems a more appropriate method of testing the hypothesis.
A role for dopamine in the changes of organisation of retinal receptive fields during light/dark adaptation has been suggested by Bodis-Wollner and Tzelepi (1998) . It is well established that, in the dark-adapted visual system, contrast sensitivity decreases and the shape of the contrast sensitivity function changes from band-pass to low-pass (Patel, 1966; Daitch & Green, 1969; Kulikowski, 1971; Kelly, 1972; Van Meeteren & Vos, 1972; Fiorentini & Maffei, 1973; Koenderink, Bouman, Bueno de Mesquita & Slappendel, 1978) . The change in the shape of the contrast sensitivity function can be accounted for by proposing a weakening of the inhibitory receptive field surround as luminance decreases (Barlow et al., 1957; Rodieck & Stone, 1965; Enroth-Cugell & Robson, 1966; Gouras, 1967; Virsu, 1974; Hofmann, Barnes & Hallett, 1990; Wandell, 1995) . Bodis-Wollner and Tzelepi (1998) postulate that these changes might be governed by two dopamine sensitive pathways in the primate retina. According to their model dopamine has a push-pull effect in the primate retina. The response of neurons with small centres is strengthened via D 2 receptors, and the surround response of neurons with large surrounds is strengthened by D 1 receptors. The result of these antagonistic effects is a tuned spatial response function. In the absence of dopamine the function becomes lowpass. It is perhaps worth noting that this model has been partly developed through work on the primate model of Parkinson's disease (the MPTP Parkinsonian syndrome).
Our data also have implications for existing ideas about the processing of spatial contrast. From Fig. 1 it can be seen that in the light-adapted condition, as spatial frequency (averaged across contrasts) increases from 0.5 to 1 c/deg, so the reduction in apparent peripheral contrast changes from about 5% to about 10%, and then stays roughly constant with further increases in spatial frequency. In the dark-adapted condition, on the other hand, apparent peripheral contrast declines systematically from about 10% at 0.5 c/deg to about 65% at 4 c/deg. This indicates that the contrast constancy mechanism proposed by Georgeson and Sullivan (1975) is much more effective in the light-adapted than in the dark-adapted visual system, since it effectively compensates for the loss of contrast in the retinal image at higher spatial frequencies in the former condition, but shows progressive failure to compensate for higher spatial frequency losses in the latter.
The effect of contrast is clear in Fig. 2 , and again shows relative failure of contrast constancy in the darkadapted visual system. As foveal contrast (averaged across spatial frequency) increases, the reduction in apparent peripheral contrast falls from about 18% at 8% contrast to about 2% at 64% contrast. This demonstrates more effective contrast compensation (contrast constancy) as foveal contrast increases. However, in the dark-adapted condition, the reduction in apparent peripheral contrast is about 42% at 8% contrast and about 8% at 64% contrast. Again, this shows the relative failure to boost low contrasts of the dark-adapted visual system. Perhaps the reduction in contrast gain in dark adaptation means that the normal mechanism of contrast constancy is not available. Although the data are in qualitative agreement with those of Georgeson and Sullivan (1975) , in that our results suggest some boosting of all contrasts, especially when light-adapted, these authors report complete contrast constancy at contrasts much lower than 64%. In this study, constancy is only just being reached at 64% contrast in the light-adapted condition. It is not clear to us why this discrepancy exists.
If the dark-adapted visual system can be used as at least a partial model of parkinsonian vision, as Experiment 1 suggests, several advantages appear to follow. One of these is that it allows us to rule out more general aspects of the illness as the cause of apparent visual abnormalities. For example, Harris et al. (1992) point out that it is not possible to conclusively rule out an explanation of their results based on differences in fixation or eye tremor between their control and their parkinsonian subjects. There is certainly no reason to postulate such differences between conditions in this study, yet a similar pattern of results emerged. A second advantage is that detailed parametric experiments to investigate possible mechanisms can be run on young experienced observers, rather than on elderly patients who may tire easily, and may have other non-visual problems which may affect performance on visual tasks. The question of how far the analogy between dark adaptation and Parkinson's disease will hold seems to be an empirical one. For example, the present study suggests that it would be worthwhile to measure changes of apparent size in peripheral vision in Parkinson's disease.
In conclusion, this study has found that dark adaptation produces a spatial frequency-related reduction in the apparent contrast of peripheral gratings compared with that of foveal gratings, but no change in the (relative) apparent fineness of the peripheral gratings. The first finding supports the dark adaptation hypothesis of abnormality of early vision in Parkinson's disease, and suggests that the second finding would be worth investigating further in patients. The data also suggest that any changes in receptive field sizes that take place during dark adaptation are similar in central and peripheral vision, and that contrast constancy is impaired in dark adaptation.
